Hotel and Talks
H Purdue Memorial Union Club Hotel, 101 North Grant Street
F On Friday, the breakfast and talks are in the Burton Morgan Building, 1201 West State Street
S On Saturday and Sunday, the breakfast and talks are in the Math Building, 150 North University Street

Suggested Cafés and Restaurants
1 Vienna on South Street and Greyhouse on Northwestern Avenue are two good neighboring coffeeshops
2 Blue Nile is a good Middle Eastern place hidden behind Potbelly’s on Northwestern
3 Yummy Time on Stadium Avenue has good Korean and Japanese food
4 Another Broken Egg is a good diner on Northwestern Avenue
5 Chauncey Hill Mall has several good restaurants, including Thai Basil and Tsunami Japanese
6 Marriott Hall has fast food at Boiler Bistro, good sit-down lunch at the John Purdue Room, and Lavazza Coffee. Closed on the weekend.
7 Port Cafe in the Lawson Building has sandwiches, pizza, and similar. Closed on the weekend.
8 Cosi at 1103 Third Street in the Honors College has good sandwiches, salad, soup, pizza.
9 The Purdue West Shopping Plaza has Fishya Asian Fusion and several other places to eat.
10 Continuum Cafe in Lynn Hall has sandwiches. Closed on the weekend.

Miscellaneous
V Vons is a big and interesting local book store and gift shop.